State Bar of Georgia
2024 Official Election Ballot
Candidates elected will take office in June 2024.

Fill in the box to the left of the candidates of your choice. Example ■

State Bar Officer Candidates

President-Elect
☐ Christopher Paul Twyman - Rome

Treasurer
☐ William C. Gentry - Marietta

Secretary
☐ R. Javoyne Hicks - Stone Mountain

ABA Delegates

Post 1
☐ Alvin T. Wong - Decatur

Post 2
☐ Glenn P. Hendrix - Atlanta

Post 3
☐ Carla Elisia Frazier - Pooler

Post 4
☐ Kent Edward Altom - Atlanta – Incumbent

Post 5
☐ Miguel Angel Dominguez - Atlanta

Post 6
☐ Jeffrey Ray Kuester - Atlanta – Incumbent

Post 7
☐ Tracee Ready Benzo - Atlanta – Incumbent

Post 8
☐ Paige Reese Whitaker - Atlanta – Incumbent

Post 9
☐ Edward Alexander Piasta - Atlanta – Incumbent

Post 10
☐ Joyce Gist Lewis - Atlanta – Incumbent

Post 11
☐ Edward B. Krugman - Atlanta – Incumbent

Post 12
☐ James Daniel Blitch IV - Atlanta – Incumbent

Post 13
☐ Rachel R. Krause - Atlanta – Incumbent

Post 14
☐ Faren Nicole Jennings - Atlanta

Post 15
☐ Lindsey Stephens Macon - Atlanta

Post 16
☐ LaToya Simone Williams - Atlanta

Post 17
☐ Frank B. Strickland - Atlanta – Incumbent

Post 18
☐ Kevin Charles Patrick - Atlanta

Post 19
☐ Joseph Anthony Roseborough - Atlanta – Incumbent

Post 20
☐ Natalie Katherine Glaser - Atlanta

Post 21
☐ Teresa A. Mann - Atlanta

Post 22
☐ Edward T. “Eddie” McAfee - Atlanta

Atlanta Circuit (Vote for 1 candidate in each post.)

Post 1
☐ Alvin T. Wong - Decatur

Post 2
☐ Glenn P. Hendrix - Atlanta

Post 3
☐ Carla Elisia Frazier - Pooler

Post 4
☐ Kent Edward Altom - Atlanta – Incumbent

Post 5
☐ Miguel Angel Dominguez - Atlanta

Post 6
☐ Jeffrey Ray Kuester - Atlanta – Incumbent

Post 7
☐ Tracee Ready Benzo - Atlanta – Incumbent

Post 8
☐ Paige Reese Whitaker - Atlanta – Incumbent

Post 9
☐ Edward Alexander Piasta - Atlanta – Incumbent

Post 10
☐ Joyce Gist Lewis - Atlanta – Incumbent

Post 11
☐ Edward B. Krugman - Atlanta – Incumbent

Post 12
☐ James Daniel Blitch IV - Atlanta – Incumbent

Post 13
☐ Rachel R. Krause - Atlanta – Incumbent

Post 14
☐ Faren Nicole Jennings - Atlanta

Post 15
☐ Lindsey Stephens Macon - Atlanta

Post 16
☐ LaToya Simone Williams - Atlanta

Post 17
☐ Frank B. Strickland - Atlanta – Incumbent

Post 18
☐ Kevin Charles Patrick - Atlanta

Post 19
☐ Joseph Anthony Roseborough - Atlanta – Incumbent

Post 20
☐ Natalie Katherine Glaser - Atlanta

Post 21
☐ Teresa A. Mann - Atlanta

Post 22
☐ Edward T. “Eddie” McAfee - Atlanta

Your ballot must be received on or before April 19, 2024. Return to: Survey & Ballot Systems, PO Box 46430, Eden Prairie, MN 55344-6430.